
By T. STEWART. 

Being Abstract of Paper read on 7anuary 19th, 1887. 

A few months ago, when the author accepted the invitation of 
the Council of this Association to read a paper on the appli~ation 
of electricity to lighting purposes, it never occurred to him how 
difficult would be the task to deliver an interesting paper on so . , 

special a subject, or a paper that would be of value to an Engi-
neering 4.ssociation. ~ , ' 

The p~per is divided into several parts ;
J • 

; I"! 

I ~S ,An exnlanation of the principles involved in the pro-. 
duction of electrical energy, and its conversion into 
heat and ligqt. 

2nd. A descriElt,ion of the apparatus used for the gene-
.Ii 1 , 

rating the current for the light. 
f, s ·rd: J\:(description, .. qf the lamps used, their regulators, , 

~d also .the manufactur~ of same, together with . ~. ' 

P.!Ii.! o.thlir appurttenances~ such as l~ads, safety plugs, 
etc.; also, < ' 

4th. A reference to the cost of the light and its advan-
tages. 

Electricity exists in two distinct forms, the static and dynamic, 
but the word" static" is somewhat misleading, because electricity, 
li~e heat, is now recognised to be' a form of matter in motion. 

Electrical potential, or that which produc'es an electrical 
current-just as a head of water pr<?duces' a water current-is 
measured in units called Volts. One Daniell's cell produces 1'1 

volts. 
'All substances resist the passage of an electrical current. 

The unit o~ this resistance is called an "Ohm." The ohm is the 
resistance of a column of mercury of a square millimetre cross 
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section, and 106 centimetres in length, at ' the temperature of 
melting ice. 

The ampere is the unit of curi-ent, which is produced by an 
electro-motive force of one volt through a resistance of .one ohm. 

In all systems of artificial lighting, of whatever kind, the light 
is produced by the incandescence or growing of solid particles of 
matter, and the heat required to produce this is produced in 
different ways. Ordinary coal gas consists of ill combustible gas 
richly charged with very small particles of solid carDon: wlifeR 
being made white hot by the combustion of tBe gas,..glow and pro
duce the light required. 0 I "OIY J .n. 1]1 , I 

If these solid particles are removed the comtnistion of the 
gas produces no light. It will therefore be seen tna to produce a 
light we must heat a solid body to incandescence. ' I I 

. To produce a given light with the smalle~t possitle e~pe6di
ture of lieat-that is of 'fuel and cost-the heat must be concen
trated on a solid body of the smallest pDssible' size, so thaf~ that 
may tie raised to the highest possible temperafure~ I 

There is a class of substances called conductors, along 
whic a current of electncity can be made to pass. Substances • 
along wliich the current will not flow are called inst!Hzlo'Ys. 'I 

No subs ance is penect, either ay; tne bel t conductors offer 
some resistance to the currents; and tBe best in~ulitot~ nm~"'a 
little electricity to pass thr~ugh them. )£1 q lJ . r 

Conductors differ great'Jy In' the rad lity with \fliien they 
conduct electricity. I l' 101 J f. ,I ' .11 • I;) f 

A platiilUm wire offers between five and' si~ times the 'resist
ance to the flow o(electricity as a coppet wire o'PtBe same 'febgl:h 

- and diameter, and the resistance of ' a given lengtH 'of a given wIre 
is greater when the wife is thinner, being iilverse'Iy prbportio~al ' to 
its cross section. With the same cross section I it is 'directly 
proportional to the length. ' r • 

Let it now be <supposed that by ·mea'ns {'of a steam engine 
turning an electric' generator a current of electricity is befng forced 
tnrough a long copper wire ' of iarge ' a lameter, th only force 
opposing the flow wJll be the resistance'of the ~vir~. . -1'0 ove come 
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this a certain quantity of heat has to be expended in the steam 
engine working the electric g~nerator, and by the resistance the 
wire will be more or less heated. 

The r~lative amounts of work expended and heat produced 
in sending a current through a thick and a thin wire of the same 
length and material are inversely p,roportional to the cross sections 
of the wires. 

As long as the wire is of the same diameter and of the same 
material throughout, the resistance will be the same in all parts, 
and the heating wiIr be uniform all along the wire. If, however, 
the copper wire is divided at one place and a spiral of very fine 
platinum wire' is interposed, a great deal of resistance will be 
concentrated at one spot, and instead'of the heating being uniform 
all along the wire, by far the greater'portion of the t9tal heating 
will take place i the spira\. See figure A. 

Thus this arrangement of the electric · current provides a 
means of taking heat from the engine fire and conveying it to any 
one place, at a distance, viz., the place where the spiral has been 
put. 
~ '1 It will therefore be seen that, when at the place where it is 

desired .to concentrate the heat, a body of sufficiently high resist
ance is fixed; and a sufficiently strong current is passed through 
it, it can be made so hot that it will glow and give light. 

This is the principle of all electric lamps, of whatever kind. 
As to the generators of electricity, there are many kinds of 

batteries used, and for such instruments as electric bells or 
telephones the Leclanche battery is the most suitable. The 
batteries, however. do not maintain a current of constant strength, 
which is essential for the production of electric light. 

! The Bunsen, Daniells, and Bichromate batteries are also 
generallYrused. 

The method of producing electricity by mean~ of the battery 
is too Jexpensive to Jbe. largely used for supplying the electric light, 
though useful in exceptional circumstances and for experimental 
purposes. To afford illumination on a practical scale the plan of 
convertin~ -mechanical into electrical energy, by the machines 
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termed magneto-electric or dynamo-electric generators, has been 
adopted. 

In order that the principle of the action of these machines or ~ 
generators may be understood, it is necessary to trace the con nec
tion between what are called magnets, and conductors conveying 
electric currents. 

Lodestone or magnetic oxide of iron is found in a natural 
state in many parts of the world. A bar of this material has the 
property of attracting iron and steel, and ",hen suspended in a 
suitable m;!.nner, of plachig itself north and south, and is called a 
natural magnet. 

A piece of hardened steel, rubbed with lodestone, permanently 
acquires similar pro}:>erties, and is calle an a rlijicia I magnet, If. 
piece of soft iron whilst held under the attractive influence of a 
natural or artificial magnet is founeL tb acquire temporarily mag- . 
netic properties, which vanish when toe iron is removed from the 
influence of the magnet, This phenomena is called" magnetic''' 
induction." I 

The attractive power of a magnet is not eqally distrib1lted 
thr!>ughout its DulJ(; out is found to be much more intense at some 
points than at others. 

In a magnet in the.form of a straight bar, the greatestattrac-
. tive power is, foun'd to be: located at two points a 'short disfances 

from the ends. A oar ma'griet dipped into iron filings will be 
found to attract large quantities at its ends, leaving the centre bare. 
See figure B. • J 

The end of a J?agnet which points to the north, it :is well 
known, is called the north seeking pole, and that wliich points 
to the south, the . south seeking pole. For certain experiments 
a compass needle isa very convenient form of magnet. If the 
north seeking pole of a magnet is brought.near the north seeking 
end of the needle, it ,,:iJ1 be repelled, and th'e south se'eking end 
attracted. In othei wonI,s, like poles repel anq unlike pole~lattra~f 
each other. L ~, 'P [Jj ;, no:) - , 

The attractive power of a 'magnet is greatest close to iis ends, 
and falls off rapidly. as the distance from th&'poles is Increased: 
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For example, a magnet will attract any magnetic object one inch 
distant with four times the power exerted at two inches, or nine 
times that at three inches distance. 

This will be well understood when it is known that the area 
round a magnet is pervaded by a magnetic influence, which is 
called the magntlic field, and the lines of force may be considered 
as running from one pole to the other in curved lines. See figure C. 

The direction of these lines of force may be ascertained by 
placing a sheet of paper over an ordinary bar magnet and 
sprinkling it with iron filings, which will arrange themselves in 
curved lines, as shown in figure D. 

These lines show the dir~ction in which a small magnetic 
needle would place itself at any given point under the influence of 
the attracting and repelling forces of the magnet poles. It is 

. convenient to consider the lines of force to "flow from the north 

seeking pole to the south seeking pole, or in the same direction 
that a free north seeking pole would travel. 

There is a limit .10 the size and strength of magnets formed 
by rubbing with a lodestone or permanent magnet, and therefore 
it has been found necessary to use another kind of magnet in the 
electric light generators, which is more powerful, although perma
nent magnets are still used in some machines. 

A more suitable mode of imparting magnetic power is to pass 
a current of electricity through an insulated wire, wound round a 
pjece of soft wrought iron. S~ figure E. 

The iron will be converted into a magnet whilst the current 
is flow!ng, but will lose its magnetic power as soon as the current 
is taken off. 

A magnet formed in this way' is called an electro magnet. 

The strength of an elec:tro magnet depends on the number of, 
turns of wire in the coil, and the strength of the current sent round 
it. '" A cyJjndrical coil o( wire lhrough which a current is passed, 

• "jtself becomes' magnetic, and is called a .solenoid. 
A conductor conveying a current is surrounded by lines of 

force, just as a magneJ is. The direction of these Jines of force 
varies with the directio-n of the current. If j)" c"ond1,!Ctor is looked 
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along in the direction in which a current is flowing, the lines of 
force will flow round it in the same direction as that in which the 
hands of a watch revolve. As like magnetic poles repel and 
unlike poles attract each other, so will lines of force flowing in the 
same direction repel, and those flowing in opposite directions 
attract one another. 

If a loop of stout wire be arranged to ,rotate upon its .owltaxis 
between two magnetic poles, and a current be passed through it 
down one side and up the other side, it will be found to turn so a'J 
to place itself at right angles to a line joining the two m_agnet 
poles, and by means of a suitable apparatus , fOT reversing the 
direction of the ,current at every half-revolution, a continuous 
rotation of the wire loop can be effe.cted. 11 

It has been shown how the mechanical rotation of a' }Vjre 
conductor can be produced by passing a current through it whilst 
in a magnetilf field. The converse of this also holds good, that is 
to say, if a loop of wire is mechanically rotated in a magnetic 
field a current will be produced in it. If the wire loop is made to 
rotate between the magnetic poles N .S. in the same direction as, the 
hands of a watch, a downward current will be produced 'n each 
side of the loop as it p sses before the north pole, and an upward! 
current when it passes before the south pole, the direction Of the 
current being reversed at each revolution. . , 

Whenever a conductor is moved near a inagnet, :so.as to cut 
through lines of magnetic;: force, a current is generatedJ(the eff~ct 
is the same whether the conductor is made t~ approach the magnet, 
or the magnet the conductor). Currents produced in this anannelj 
are called Induetd Currents. , ; 1 C 

It will be understood that to induc~ <at cur-rent in a ,conductor 
it is only necessary to move it so as to , cut through lines of mag
netic force. ThCl direction in which .the curte!)t will be induced 

• will be understood by imagining :Ii person to be: lo~ing along 
horizontal lines of force in their positive direction, i.e." north.AO 
south. .).; IT " 

Then if a vertica:l conductor be ' ffiO\'ed from rthe left to· the. 
right hand of the person, so' as to' cut the lines o~ force, theinduced 
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current in the conductor will be in an upward direction, and in 
a downward direction if the movement be from right to left. If 
the conductor be in the form of a ring, and is rotated on its axis 
at right angles to the direction of the lines of force; the current 
induced will be in an upward direction at one side of the ring, and 
in a downward direction on the other side-producing a continuous 
current round the ring. There is an important difference to be 
observed between the case of the lines of force of the current 
and that of the lines of force of the magnet. The lines of force 
of the magnet are the magnet so far as the magnetic forces are 
concern~d, for a piece of soft iron laid along the lines of force 
thereby becomes a magnet, and remains so as long as the lines of 
force pass through it. But the lines of force crossing through a 
circuit are not the same thing as the current of electricity that 
flows round the circuit. 

A loop of wire may be taken, and the poles of a magnet put 
on each side of it, so that the lines of force may pass through 
it from one fa~e to the other; but if they are kept there 
for any period the presence of these lines of force would not 
create an electric current, even of the feeblest nature. There 
must be motion to induce a current of electricity to flow in a wire 
circuit. 

When a coil of wire surrounds a soft, wrought iron core, a 
current can be induced in it each time a magnet is made to 
approach to or recede from the core. This result is due to the 
magnetism alternately developed and destroyed in the core. In 
the same way, if the magnet, surrounded by a coil of wire, is 
brought near an armature or piece of iron, its magnetism is 
affected, and a current is produced in the coil. 

The very close connection that e'xists between magnets and 
conductors conveying electric currents, and the reversibility of 
their mutual action will be understood, and it is necessary to re- • 
member that to induce a current ip a . coil of wire by means of a 
magnt~t, there must be relative motion between coil and magnet, 
Approach of a magnet to a coil, or of 'a coil to a magnet, induces 
currents in the opposite ditectwn to that induced by recession. 
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The stronger the magnet the stronger will be the induced currents 
in the coils. 

The more rapid the motion the stronger will be the momen
tary current induced in the coils, but the time it lasts will of course 
be shorter. 

The greater the number of turns in the coil the stronger will 
be the total current induced in it by the movement of the magnets. 

By using a suitable col\ector or commutator, the currents, 
direct and inverse, can be sent through the external circuits in 
same direction. , 

AI\ electric generators may be considered as machines for 
moving magnets past coils of wire, which coils mayor may npt 
have iron cores, or coils of wire past magnets, the connections 
being so arranged that the electro-motive forces ..generated' may 
produce currents. 

The motion is always circular, i.e., the coils are attached to 
the rim of a wheel, so that as the wheel revolves they pass the 
magnets again and again. There are a number of dynamo 
machines of different forms, but they may al\ be placed under two 
heads, viz. ;-

The " Alternating" type, where a number of coils are placed 
on the rim of one wheel, and a number of mag!lets on the rim of 
another concentric with it-one wheel being fixed, and the other,is 
made to revolve. Alternatin~ currents, or currents alternately in. 
opposite directions, are produced in the coils, and are either used 
as alternating currents, or are converted into direct currents by 
being passed through a col\ector or commutator before being 
passed into the line. 

The" Direct" type, where the wire is wound continuously 
"round a ring of 'soft iron, the winding being as if the wire were 
wound spiral\y round a long iron bar, which was afterwards bent 
into the form a ring. In this type the ring revolves between two, 
or sometimes four or six, magnet poles, and although the currents 
are alternately in opposite directions in any portion of the wire 
they are always in the sa~e direction in the wires which are passing 
either pole. These currents are collected by_ the commuta or 
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already referred to, and are passed a'i "direct" currents into the 
circuit. 

There are two classes of generators. The magneto-electric, 
and dynamo-electric, In the first-mentioned machines permanent 
magnets are used; but in the latter electro-magnets with soft iron 
cores, excited by passing round them an electric current, produced 
either by the machine itself, or by a smaller machine provided 
specially for the purpose called an Exciter. 

Almost all the machines now used for electric lighting are 
constructed with electro magnets, with ~ft iron cores-the 
principal of which has already been explained. The gramme 
machine 'Of the direct type consists of a ring of soft iron, round 
which wire is wodnd as a continuous spiral forming a closed 
circuit. See Figure F. 

It revolves~between two poles of opposite names, the lines of 
force from which terminate In the ring. See Figure G. 

As the ring or armature, as it is called, revolves, these lines of 
force are cut by the moving wires, and electro motive forces are 
generated in two halves of the ring, in opposite directions, SO that 
they meet and oppose each other at the neutral points, N.P. See 
Figure H. 

As long as no connections are made, no current is generated . 
If, however, the points N.P. ' are connected through an external 
-circuit, such as a number of lamps, the two halves of the ring will 
act like two batteries j n parallel circuit, and a current will flow 
through. See Figure I. 

The ring being in motion, a permanent connection between 
the line and the wire in the ring cannot be made; but this is provided 
for by the collector, which is made of insulating material, often wood, 
and on which are a number ofinsulated metal strips. Each of these 
is connected by a wire to 'the part of the spiral wire opposite it, and 
two metal brushes press.or rub oil these strips at the points -N.P. 
where the opposite <electro motive forces diverge and join again. 
These brushes convey tlie current to the lamps. See Figure J. 

There are three" fonnS' ln wruch direct current machines are 
constructed to excite their own magnets. Series, shunt, and com
pound wound. 


